
 

Metrical Structure and Variable Closed Syllable Weight in Capanahua 
 
In this paper, I account for two superficially contradicting facts found in Capanahua, an 
Amazonian language of the Panoan linguistic family spoken in Eastern Peru. In 
Capanahua, underlying glottal stops are deleted in the coda of even syllables but 
preserved elsewhere. As an illustration, the suffix /-ri.bi/ ‘again’, which has an 
underlying glottal stop in its first syllable, surfaces without it when the syllable 
containing it is even-numbered, but preserves it when odd-numbered. The account of the 
distribution of this phenomenon depends crucially on quantity-insensitive footing. Glottal 
stops are deleted when aligned with the right edge of disyllabic feet. 
 
(1)       1    2           3     4 

(to.ko) (-ri.bi) 
(2)       1     2      3     4    5 

(o.ti) (ti.-ri) bi 
 Frog -again   (/to.ko/ ‘frog’)  Dog -again   (/o.ti.ti/ ‘dog’) 
 ‘Again the frog’  ‘Again the dog’ 
 
 (3)      1       2       3    4            5     6 

(ma.nan) (a.w) (-ri.bi) 
 Turtle -again   (/ma.nan.a.w/ ‘turtle’) 
 ‘Again the turtle’ 
 

If footing were quantity-sensitive, we would expect *( his)(ma.-ri)(bi.-w) to be 
the surfacing form in (4), that is, without the glottal stop.  

 
(4)      1      2          3     4       5 

( his.ma) (-ri.bi) -w 
 Show-again-imperative (/hisma-/ ‘show’, /-w/ imperative) 
 ‘Show (it) again’  (Loos 1998) 
 

However, contrary to what is expected, Capanahua has a quantity-sensitive stress 
system in which closed syllables attract stress: main stress occurs on the second syllable 
if closed, otherwise, on the first one. 
 
(5)  Capanahua (Loos & Loos 1998) 
 a. ( ni.i)          ‘Rope’ b. (ti.t)            ‘Dust’ 
 c. ( b.pi)       ‘Plant shoot’ d. (his.mis)         ‘A person who likes starring’ 
 e. ( i.ko)nin   ’Nephew’ f. (k.kan)kin   ’To incline’ 

 
I solve straightforwardly the conundrum by positing quantity-insensitive footing 

and regarding the weight of closed syllables as positionally variable due to the effects of 
well-known metrical constraints. I show that FOOT-BINARITY-σ, WSP and Grouping 
Harmony *(HL), when ranked over WBP in a language that allows closed syllables to be 
heavy (WBP >> DEP-µ), render the weight of closed syllables contextually variable while 
respecting the quantity-insensitive footing. 
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• Constraint Definitions 
(6) FOOT-BINARITY (FTBIN): Feet are disyllabic (P&S 1993). 

 *(HL): Do not have a foot in which the size of the first syllable is greater than the 

size of the second. The syllable size is measured in moras (Prince 1991). 

 WSP: If heavy, then stressed. (Prince 1991:2-4, (P&S 1993) 

 WBP: Coda consonants are moraic. 

 DEP-µ: Output moras have input correspondents. 

 
• Variable CVC-Syllable Weight within Disyllabic Feet 

(7) CVC.CV  (L.L), but not *(H)L, it violates FT-BIN-σ 
                       *(H.L), it violates *HL 
                       *(HH), it violates WSP 

 CV.CVC  (L.H) 
 CVC.CVC  (L.H), but not *(H)L, it violates FT-BIN-σ 

                        *(H.L), it violates *HL 
                        *(H.H), it violates WSP    
                        *(L.L), it violates WBP twice 
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